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REVEALED!
What Every HR Pro
Needs to Know

What is Your Background
Screening Provider Hiding?

Background screening shouldn’t be shrouded in mystery.
But many background screeners aren’t as up front with
HR professionals as they should be. Just like you want to
thoroughly screen your applicants, you need to perform that
same due diligence on your provider.
Explore further to reveal the six biggest secrets of background
screening and how you can ensure that you partner with a
provider who values integrity over profit.

Truth 1: The Truth About Turnaround Times
Turnaround time is one of the most critical elements for HR
professionals when choosing a background screener. But
how did they really calculate their average turnaround time?
First, turnaround time is completely jurisdictionally driven.
If the records are available electronically (which is true for
around 50% of courts in the U.S.) then turnaround time
is quick. If the courts still require hand or clerk searched
methods, turnaround time will be much longer. Searching for
older cases adds days, too.
When providers calculate turnaround time, they rarely
mention words like “delays” and instead throw out great
numbers like 24 hours or less. This average TAT could
be skewed though depending on how calculations were
performed: either by profile or by transaction.
Calculating by profile indicates that time is measured from
when the order was submitted to the conclusion of the final
search for the applicant. TAT by transaction, however, is
calculated in intervals for each search, which can result in
misleading TATs.

For instance, a profile may require a county search and an
Address History Trace. The county search may have a TAT
of four days if it is hand searched, but the address history
trace may only take four hours; the vendor then averages the
two to report the TAT. This type of calculation is not a true
representation of the actual time you will be awaiting results.
Why not just use instant results? Instant results are typically
returned in just a few hours or automatically and involve
nothing but a name based search against a database. No
verification at the court of record has been performed, which
could leave you open to liability for lack of accuracy and
completeness of the record.

Truth 2: The Truth About Pricing
When you signed your contract, you thought you agreed to
a flat fee per search. But then that first invoice arrived with
lines of extra fees.
Many vendors sell you a package price for searches, but
conveniently leave the access fees language to the fine print.
Access fees are the costs associated with retrieving records
at courthouses. They are the same for any organization
seeking records.
Don’t let your vendor nickel and dime you on every
transaction. Look for a package price inclusive of access
fees. This allows you to have a real budget number that won’t
fluctuate. You should also look for a price that is inclusive of
AKAs should this be a search option you desire.
There is a solution that provides a quality screen, inclusive
pricing and no prepayment. With BIB, seven out of 10
companies save money because of our investment in
technology (allowing us to work smarter and leaner). Our
pricing is inclusive of all fees, and we never charge set-up
or maintenance fees.

Truth 3: The Truth About “National” Databases
One of the most important parts of understanding search
methodology for HR professionals is understanding that a
“nationwide” database of criminal records does not exist. Not
every background check is created equal, and just using a
database is extremely unreliable and risky.

The Facts About “National” Databases
• A complete nationwide database does not exist in the
U.S. because criminal public record information is highly
complex and not consistent from state to state. There are
3,144 counties in the U.S. and approximately 5,400 courts,
each with its own way of maintaining records.
• Only about 50% of U.S. courts are contained in a
nationwide database.
• Some counties do no report to any state or
national repositories.
• Database searches often return large numbers of records
when using common names, resulting in false positives,
which can be a liability for organizations.

A commercially available National Criminal Database should
never be used alone or as the primary method of discovering
records. Even if the vendor tells you they are verifying the
data at the county. They are still only verifying the data they
found in the database. The database itself is like a wireless
provider coverage map that has holes in it everywhere.
A database is an excellent supplementary tool, but it is often
oversold as a catchall.

Truth 4: The Truth About Why You Can’t Get the Service You Expect
Unfortunately, bad customer service is the norm in the
industry. When you call your provider, how long does it take
to actually speak to a human being? When you do finally get
your call answered, you realize quickly you aren’t talking to
someone from their corporate office in the U.S. Instead, you
have been sent to a call center in India or the Philippines.
The secret of bad service is that most vendors are not
concerned about if your questions are resolved promptly;
they care more about their profit margin, which means fewer
bodies here in the U.S. and more jobs being outsourced.
However, great service isn’t extinct in the 21st century. BIB
delivers attentive service by having real people answer
the phone who are knowledgeable about the industry and
your account, allowing us to respond to your questions
successfully on the first call 95% of the time.

Truth 5: The Truth About Technology
Streamlining your background check process is key to
reducing turnaround time and onboarding faster. But how
can you do this if you are still stuck with paper forms and a
lack of automation?

There’s no secret that paper is how things were done
decades ago. Free yourself from the pitfalls of paper with
online platforms that allow applicants to enter their own
information! If you spend hours every day on data entry,
that’s a waste of resources.
Automation is another area that simplifies your screening.
Without automation of AKAs, name variations and Adverse
Action, bottlenecks in the process are inevitable.
Using various names potentially used by your applicant
helps find records that could be overlooked. You can
eliminate manually selecting AKA names by automating the
selection straight from an Address History Trace.
In addition to AKAs, there are name variations. Names can
be misspelled or appear differently in case records when
spaces or apostrophes are used. Name Variation Algorithms
automatically search all possibilities, finding records that
could have otherwise been missed.
The Adverse Action process is required when an applicant
is denied a job due to their criminal history report. A preadverse and post-adverse action letter must be sent to
the applicant advising them of their legal rights. Failure to
communicate with applicants is a direct violation of FCRA.
Screeners like BIB with automation capabilities can send
these on your behalf, so you remain compliant but not
burdened by more paperwork.

Truth 6: The Truth About Who (or What) is Really Performing Your Searches
Wondering who or what may actually be performing your
searches? It’s a serious question that you should be asking.
If your search parameters are exclusively a database with no
verification at the court of the record there could be little or
no human labor involved. That means that no one is actually
performing any due diligence on whether or not the records
found belong to your applicant.
Beyond just database searches, human labor is necessary,
especially if your vendor “scores” or makes decisions on if an
applicant passes the screen. But who is actually performing
the work? Are they qualified? Are they even in the U.S.?
Not only have the larger firms outsourced customer service
to Asia, criminal research is also being performed there. This
secret is something you have the right to know,
as this sensitive data and information about
your applicants is now in the hands of
those that may not be bound to the
same quality control and regulations
as U.S. researchers.

At BIB, we have a team of skilled researchers. They undergo
thorough training and certification to ensure thoroughness
and accuracy, and they’re all located at our corporate office
in North Carolina. We perform over 700,000 transactions
annually and have an accuracy rate of 99.994%.

Don’t Settle for Normal
Now that you have discovered the secrets to background
screening, start asking questions of your current vendor.
If you don’t like the answers then maybe it’s time to do
something better.
BIB offers a better way to background screen—one built on
integrity, quality and client satisfaction. We are proud to say
that in a recent survey, 100% of our clients rated they were
satisfied with us with 8 out of 10 awarding us the highest
possible rating. That isn’t normal.
This type of recognition is noteworthy because our industry
reports that 48% of companies are barely satisfied or worse
with their vendor, and only 7.9% of those polled awarding
their provider the highest service rating.

Service

Truth in Background Screening
If you’re ready for truth in your Background Screening, give
BIB a call. You can join the hundreds of other organizations
who are finally satisfied with their background screening
provider.

About BIB
BIB offers background screening with integrity. We screen, test and
verify the backgrounds of your employees and volunteers. Clients
love our responsive service and how we accelerate their speed to hire
while reducing their costs. With BIB, you get reliable results and easy
technology. We’re good at what matters and have been since 1995.

Contact Us: 		

web: www.bib.com		

phone: 877-439-3900 		

@bibscreens

